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RivalRy!
These are the rules for playing Hired SwordS with 2 
players. In this format, the players will go head-to-head 
using the base set of the game along with the additional 
cards in this expansion pack. Be aware that this is a more 
challenging and bloodthirsty style of play compared to 
the solo game.

The standard rules of play are used, with the following 
changes:

Objective
Each player’s goal is acquire at least 4 agents in their 
stable and then successfully complete a final contract. 
The first player to successfully complete a final contract 
is the overall victor, ending the game.

Setup
Randomly deal � settlements card to each player. Each 
player must have their own career tracker and quick 
reference card.

The players will share all of the decks during play, but will 
keep their individual settlements card, career tracker, 
quick reference card, agents, and any held tactics, final 
contracts, and other cards that can be collected and kept 
during play.

ORdeR Of play
Before the first career card is drawn, each player rolls D6 
to determine who will go first. In case of a tie, reroll. The 
player who rolled highest may choose to progress their 
career first, or pass to the other player.

Players take turns progressing their careers. To do so, 
draw from the career deck, resolving any encounters, 
collecting any final contracts, and rejecting or accepting 
contracts as usual. Continue until you are willing and able 
to conduct a battle.

Once the battle is concluded, play then passes to your 
opponent, who now progresses their career.

fReelanceRS and agentS
As usual, freelancers are returned to the mercenary deck 
if they are not hired as agents. Freelancers may be hired 
by either player.

If a mercenary is your agent, it is not available for hire by 
your opponent.

veRSuS and pROtectOR cOntRactS
In these contracts, the opposing player makes all of the 
decisions for the opposition cards that would normally be 
made by the solo player.

Under the opposing player’s control, opposition cards  
may take their actions in any order, choosing any 
legitimate targets.

Examples: When an opposition card attacks or feints, the 
opposing player chooses the target mercenary. If the 
Backstabber, Grenades or Traitor cards are revealed 
during your contract, your opponent chooses which 
neighboring mercenary takes the damage.

RivalRy cOntRactS
These contracts are only used in the two player game, 
and they involve your mercenary crews going head-to-
head. When playing solo, discard any RIVALRY contracts 
drawn while progressing your career.

In order to run a RIVALRY contract, you must be in the 
same settlement as your opponent and meet any other 
listed requirements. If you are not eligible to run it, you 
may keep the RIVALRY contract card and run it at later 
time if able, rather than drawing from the career deck.

budget
The budget listed for RIVALRY contracts is the same for 
both you and your opponent. Each player may spend 
the full budget amount to hire freelancers and purchase 
tactics, along with any wealth they choose to spend.

Players take turns hiring freelancers � at a time. The 
player running the contract gets the first choice, or may 
pass to their opponent. Once a freelancer is hired, it is 
no longer available to the other player for that contract. 
Continue taking turns hiring freelancers until both 
players are satisfied with their choices.

As long as any freelancers are available for hire and you 
have enough budget and/or wealth to continue hiring, 
you must keep hiring freelancers in order to meet the 
minimum number of deployable crew members.
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deplOyable cRew MeMbeR RequiReMentS
In order to run a RIVALRY contract, both players must 
be able to deploy the listed number of crew members. 
If either player does not have or cannot afford to hire 
the minimum number of deployable crew members, 
the player playing the contract may keep the contract 
card for later, and draw from the career deck again. Any 
wealth spent on this contract is returned.

tacticS
After both players have hired their freelancers, they 
may take turns purchasing tactic cards in the same way. 
Start with the player running the contract, who gets 
the first choice to purchase 1 tactic, or may pass to their 
opponent. Once a tactic card is purchased, it is no longer 
available to the other player until it is disposed.

Each player may purchase up to 2 tactics per contract as 
usual, unless noted.

deplOyMent
If you are the player running the RIVALRY contract card, 
begin deployment by placing � of your crew members 
in any position at the corners of the contract card. Your 
opponent then places � of their crew in any zone at the 
top, bottom or sides of the contract card. Take turns 
placing crew members until finished.

pOSitiOnS and ZOneS
In the solo game, the terms position and zone are very 
distinct. In that style of play, mercenary cards always 
occupy positions at the corners of the contract card, and 
opposition cards always occupy zones directly to the top, 
bottom and sides of the contract card.

When running RIVALRY contracts, these terms need 
special definitions so that certain card effects work as 
intended.

When you are playing a card, the term position refers 
to the allowed location of your mercenary card, even 
if that location would be considered a zone in the solo 
game, Likewise, when you are playing a card, the term 
zone refers to the allowed location of your opponent’s 
mercenary cards, even if that location would be 
considered a position in the solo game.

OppOSitiOn
During a RIVALRY contract, when a card refers to 
the opposition or to an opposition card, it is referring to 
mercenary cards under your opponent’s control.

daMage
In RIVALRY contracts, all mercenary melee and missile 
attacks deal � damage, instead of 2.

finding nuMbeR valueS
In RIVALRY contracts, number values such as M, +1, -2 
and x3 are based on the total number of mercenaries 
deployed on the contract, counting both crews.

ORdeR Of actiOn
The contract card will indicate which player acts first 
during the battle. On your turn, all of your mercenaries 
may act in any order you choose. When you have 
completed all of the mercenary actions you wish to 
perform, play passes to your opponent.

tuRnS and ROundS
Each player takes � turn per round. That is, each round 
contains 2 turns. Some card effects may occur in or last 
for a round, and some may occur in or last for a turn.

To resolve issues of timing, use this schedule for each 
round:

�. Beginning of the round.
2. The player who acts first in the contract takes their 

full battle turn.
3. The other player takes their full battle turn.
4. End of the round.

bOnuS
A contract’s listed bonus goes to the winner of the battle.

StaleMate
In the case of a stalemate, the player running the contract 
is the winner.
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